2004 chrysler concorde limited

The Chrysler Concorde is a full-size , front wheel drive four-door sedan that was produced by
Chrysler from to It assumed the C-body Chrysler New Yorker Salon 's position as the entry-level
full-size sedan in the Chrysler brand lineup. One of Chrysler's three original Chrysler LH
platform models, it used revolutionary cab forward design. It was on Car and Driver magazine's
Ten Best list for and The Concorde's design can be traced to , when designer Kevin Verduyn
completed the initial exterior design of a new aerodynamic concept sedan called Navajo. The
design never passed the clay model stage. Also at this time, the Chrysler Corporation
purchased bankrupt Italian sports car manufacturer Lamborghini. The Navajo's exterior design
was reworked and became the Lamborghini Portofino , released as a concept at the Frankfurt
Auto Show. The Portofino was heralded as a design triumph, setting in motion Chrysler's
decision to produce a production sedan with the Portofino's revolutionary exterior design,
called "cab-forward". The cab forward design was characterized by the long, low slung
windshield, and relatively short overhangs. The wheels were effectively pushed to the corners
of the car, creating a much larger passenger cabin compared to its contemporary cars. During
this time, Chrysler began designing the replacement for the Dodge Dynasty and Chrysler New
Yorker , as well as a potential Plymouth. The new design, under Castaing's leadership, began
with the Eagle Premier , also sold later as the Dodge Monaco. The Premier's longitudinal engine
mounting layout was inherited, as was the front suspension geometry, and parts of the braking
system. The chassis itself became a flexible architecture capable of supporting front or
rear-wheel drive designated "LH" and "LX" respectively. The transmission was inspired by the
Premier's Audi and ZF automatics. The chassis design was continually refined throughout the
following years, as it underpinned more Chrysler prototypes: the Chrysler Millennium and the
Eagle Optima. By , it was decided that the new technologically advanced car would need a new
technologically advanced engine to power it. Until that time, the only engine confirmed for use
was Chrysler's 3. The 3. The appearance, still based on the cab forward exterior design of the
Lamborghini Portofino concept , with its aerodynamic shape, made for little wind noise inside
this large car. This sleek styling gives the Concorde a low drag coefficient which was ahead of
its time. Although American Motors' Eagle Premier and Dodge Monaco was discontinued by
Chrysler after the model year, the new Concorde's packaging was derived from the Premier, and
all the suspension and drivetrain development mules were Premiers. Out of all the LH sedans,
the first generation Concorde was most closely related to the Eagle Vision. The Concorde was
given a more traditional image than the Vision. The two shared nearly all sheetmetal in common
with the main differences limited to their grilles, rear fascias, body side moldings, and wheel
choices. The Concorde featured a modern take on Chrysler's signature waterfall grille. It was
split into six sections divided by body colored strips with the Chrysler Pentastar logo on the
center strip. The Concorde's rear fascia was highlighted by a full-width and full-height lightbar
between the taillights, giving the appearance that the taillights stretched across the entire trunk.
In keeping with its upscale position, Concorde's body side moldings incorporated bright
chrome later golden colored work not found on its Dodge or Eagle siblings. On Concordes with
gray lower body paint color, the gray came all the way up to the chrome beltline; on Visions the
gray lower body paint area was smaller and much more subtle. The similar Eagle Vision,
featured a smaller split-grill with a large Eagle badge in the center. The Vision's taillights,
although the same shape as the Concorde's were clustered differently and featured
European-inspired amber turn signals. The Vision did not share the Concorde's lightbar, instead
using the area as space for a trunk-mounted license plate as opposed to rear bumper-mounted
license plate on the Concorde. On the other hand, the Intrepid incorporated different headlight
and taillight assemblies, and had no grille at all. The interior of the Concorde was also nearly
identical to that the Vision, the main difference being the Concorde's faux wood trim and
steering wheel emblem; the Intrepid's interior was substantially different from the Concorde and
Vision. Concordes and Intrepids could be equipped with a front bench seat and column shifter,
bringing total capacity to six. The Vision could only be equipped with front bucket seats. Unlike
its Dodge and Eagle siblings, Chrysler Concordes never had the option of autostick
transmission and its special instrument cluster. It was only available with an automatic
transmission. The upscale Concorde models featured leather-trimmed seats, steering wheels,
shift knobs and door inserts. Other interior options included rear seat vents in the five-seater ,
rear center rear armrest, and eight-way power seats for both the driver and passenger, as well
as personal reading lamps. Power windows and central door locks were standard on all
Concordes, as were dual airbags. Other options included remote keyless system and a choice
of several Infinity sound systems with CD, cassette with up to eight speakers and an equalizer.
The upscale LXi model was distinguishable as it did not have a retractable antenna, but a fixed
antenna inside the rear passenger-side fender. Anti-lock brakes ABS were standard, with
traction control optional. Dual-way power sunroofs were available on this car. An installed

sunroof eliminated most of the front overhead console that featured storage bins for a garage
door opener and sunglasses. A notable achievement included the Center for Auto Safety
ranking the Concorde as superior in crashworthiness after testing it at 35 miles per hour All of
the first-generation 3. The Concorde was completely redesigned for the model year. This
concept vehicle had large, inch wheels, a centrally located instrument cluster, and a
closed-circuit television system within the windshield pillars replacing conventional rear view
mirrors. Despite overall length increasing by 7. Much was done in the design process to make
the second generation LH sedans look more distinct from each other. The Concorde differed far
greater from the Dodge Intrepid and the new Chrysler M successor to the Eagle Vision , than did
the first generation models. With the exception of the doors and roof, the Concorde shared little
sheetmetal with the Intrepid and M. The new Concorde's front end was underscored by a
striking full-width grille, relocated to the front bumper to give the impression of a bottom
breather. Sweeping curves and a more rounded front end also helped set the Concorde apart
from the Intrepid and M. As in the previous generation, six passenger seating with a front bench
seat and column shifter was optional. Leather was standard on upscale LXi and later Limited
models. The Concorde, M, and Intrepid were discontinued in The all-new, rear-wheel-drive
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More about the Concorde. Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type
Front wheel drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity 17 gal. Engine Engine
Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows
yes Power mirrors yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer
yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat
Dimensions bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes multi-level heating
driver seat yes Front leg room Driver seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes leather
yes Front head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions
Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in
place Drag Coefficient. Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 5. Height EPA
interior volume Wheel base in. Width Rear track 62 in. Sponsored cars related to the Concorde.
Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes
MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 7 yr. Rust 5 yr.
Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Concorde Inventory. Sign Up. See Concorde Inventory. It now has
miles. Thought low mileage car would be good. Too many problems to count but I will list the
major ones. Engine light comes on over the time I have had it. Cost Leak in trunk. Evaporator
replaced cost Water pump went out Problems with the brakes Car is in shop now. Not very
reliable. I only drive miles per year. I am very easy on a car. I will not buy another Chrysler. I will
get a toyota or honda. I went out looking for a compact suv for my small budding family. That
didn't work out to well, and just when I was about to give it all up and stick with my old p. Mazda
for another year I found my 04 Concorde. Its perfect for what I need, plenty of room for me, my
little girl and my wife. It has 94, miles and it still runs like a champ, very smooth and plenty of
passing power on the highway. I would recommend this car for anyone. While I'm not totally
sold on the looks of the car, it is growing on me.. I love this car, but I will be back after a few
thousand more miles to Post another review. I love the car's performance. At 70 mph I can floor
it and pass another car as if I had a rocket. Love the hughe trunk as I can put wife's walker in
and still have much room. Neon was noisey, bumpy, cramped. Although it had a cam sensor
error shortly after purchase, had to be replaced , and then an engine check light and rouph idle
for a couple weeks, it finally went away and has run great ever since. Driver's seat it very
adjustable even the lumbar support. The leather seats are soft and east to keep clean. It has lots
of room and drives like a sports car. I bought this car new in I have , miles on it and the only
problems were ceramic brake pads are too hard and warp the rotors. Easy fix. Drive belt
tensioner had to replaced twice and the exhaust valve seals needed to be replaced at , I just
drove miles across country and got That's not bad for a car that has over , miles on it. Oh the
standard tape deck is garbage. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Concorde. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Concorde model: All
Concorde models Limited 4dr Sedan 3. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Items per page:. Write a review See all Concordes for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Concorde. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Concorde.
Overview Overview Most Popular. LX 4dr Sedan 2. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive
type Front wheel drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity 17 gal. Engine
Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 2. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power
windows yes Power mirrors yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes tachometer yes. Driver
seat with manual adjustable lumbar support yes Front hip room Rear hip Room Rear leg room
Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight
lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient. Length Maximum towing capacity lbs.
Ground clearance 5. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base in. Width Rear track 62 in.
Sponsored cars related to the Concorde. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent
suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 7 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Concorde
Inventory. Sign Up. Dark Slate Gray Sandstone Taupe. See Concorde Inventory. It now has
miles. Thought low mileage car would be good. Too many problems to count but I will list the
major ones. Engine light comes on over the time I have had it. Cost Leak in trunk. Evaporator
replaced cost Water pump went out Problems with the brakes Car is in shop now. Not very
reliable. I only drive miles per year. I am very easy on a car. I will not buy another Chrysler. I will

get a toyota or honda. I went out looking for a compact suv for my small budding family. That
didn't work out to well, and just when I was about to give it all up and stick with my old p. Mazda
for another year I found my 04 Concorde. Its perfect for what I need, plenty of room for me, my
little girl and my wife. It has 94, miles and it still runs like a champ, very smooth and plenty of
passing power on the highway. I would recommend this car for anyone. While I'm not totally
sold on the looks of the car, it is growing on me.. I love this car, but I will be back after a few
thousand more miles to Post another review. I love the car's performance. At 70 mph I can floor
it and pass another car as if I had a rocket. Love the hughe trunk as I can put wife's walker in
and still have much room. Neon was noisey, bumpy, cramped. Although it had a cam sensor
error shortly after purchase, had to be replaced , and then an engine check light and rouph idle
for a couple weeks, it finally went away and has run great ever since. Driver's seat it very
adjustable even the lumbar support. The leather seats are soft and east to keep clean. It has lots
of room and drives like a sports car. Write a review. See all 42 reviews. Available styles include
LX 4dr Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Chrysler Concorde and
all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Concorde 4. Edmunds consumer reviews
allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are
saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance,
comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to
provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Concorde.
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chrysler
Concorde and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Concorde featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Chrysler Concorde. Edmunds has deep data on over
6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Chrysler Chrysler Concorde. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Big blind spots, unrefined power delivery, fussy stereo controls,
some cheap interior bits. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review A spacious and handsome luxury car that's surprisingly light on its feet.
Sponsored cars related to the Concorde. Most helpful consumer reviews 3. People who viewed
this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 5 reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the Concorde
both on the road and at the track. You probably care about Chrysler Concorde fuel economy, so
it's important to know that the Concorde gets an EPA-estimated 20 mpg to 22 mpg, depending
on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in
your new car, keep in mind that the Concorde has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn
more. To determine whether the Chrysler Concorde is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic
consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the
Concorde. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Concorde's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Chrysler Concorde is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy,
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cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the
Concorde is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our
expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: LX 4dr Sedan 2. If you're interested in
the Chrysler Concorde, the next question is, which Concorde model is right for you? Concorde
variants include LX 4dr Sedan 2. What do people think of the Chrysler Concorde? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Chrysler Concorde and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was
written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for
a New Chrysler Concorde? Which Chrysler Concordes are available in my area? Can't find a
new Chrysler Concordes you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust
Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Chrysler Concorde? Check out Chrysler lease specials. Sign
Up.

